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ABSTRACT
Low resolution photoelectric spectrophotometric measurements of
the first four members of the Balmer series in the spectra of one Be
and five Be (shell) stars were obtained with the 92-cm telescope and
image dissecting scanner at Kitt Peak National Observatory in October,
1972. Ha and H 8 were observed simultaneously on two consecutive nights,
while HP and H were also observed simultaneously one night before and
one night after the Ha and H measurements. The time resoltuion was
on the order of one minute, and observations for each star extended
continuously over a one to two hour interval.
Equivalent widths were computed for each observation and their
standard deviations from the mean values examined by comparing them to
the standard deviations for chosen comparison B stars. Results indicate
that in three of the program stars, at least one of the Balmer lines
shows fluctuations in equivalent width sufficiently greater than those
of the standards to be considered real. These fluctuations amount to
a few per cent of total line strength and the time scales appear to be
on the order of three to thirty minutes. The fluctuations are not always
present in a given star, however, indicating that the mechanism producing
them may not be continuous.
Power spectrum analysis of the data for the purpose of determining
whether the fluctuations exhibit periodicity yielded negative results,
and attempts to detect variations in the observed line profiles were
unsuccessful because of insufficient instrumental stability.
The noncontinuous and nonperiodic nature of the variations along
with their short time scale suggest some form of flare-like or shock
origin for the phenomenon.
Approved:
John D. Bahng
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INTRODUCTION
This dissertation is the result of an investigation to detect
rapid fluctuations in the equivalent widths of the first four Balmer
lines in the spectra of Be stars. This phenomenon, occurring over
time periods of less than one hour, represents just one portion of the
entire problem of Be star variability. Many different spectral charac-
teristics of these interesting objects have been found to change, and
these variations occur over time scales ranging from years down to an
hour or less. To understand how rapid fluctuations of equivalent
widths fit into this larger picture of Be variability it is necessary
to first consider the nature of Be and Be shell spectra themselves and
the types of models used to explain them, and then to describe the types
of variability exhibited by these stars. The following discussion of
the characteristics of the spectra of these emission objects is taken
primarily from McLaughlin (1961), Hack and Struve (1971), and Underhill
(1966), and is intended only as a summary of the basic information
provided by these more complete descriptions.
The typical Be spectrum exhibits hydrogen Balmer lines having
central emission peaks superimposed on broad absorption features (the
widths of which are proportional to wavelength, suggesting Doppler
broadening from rotation). The emission may or may not reach a greater
intensity than the continuum, and the profile appears as shown in
Fig. lA or 1B, the latter showing the central absorption core sometimes
found in the emission feature, dividing it into two components, violet
(V) and red (R). The Be spectrum in all other respects is similar to
that of a nonemission B star.
2The Be shell stars also show Balmer lines with emission features
overlying a broad absorption line. Rather than being a central emission
core, however, the emission feature has two rather widely spaced V and
R components separated by a deep central absorption as shown in Fig. IC.
The two components are often not of the same intensity, and, as we shall
see later, the relative intensities are frequently variable. In addi-
tion to the different Balmer emission profiles, the Be shell stars
also differ from the Be and nonemission B stars by the presence in the
spectrum of several very sharp absorption features due to He I and to
ionized metals such as Fe II, Mg II, and Si II. In some cases even the
helium and metal lines show emission wings.
The models which purport to explain these phenomena all have
their roots in the explanation first proposed by Struve (1931), in which
the Be or Be shell star is presumed to be a rapidly rotating B star
surrounded by a more slowly rotating ring of gas. As is described below,
this model, along with specifications regarding the orientation of the
line of sight, can account in general for the Doppler broadening of the
absorption features (presumably originating in the photosphere of the
star), the presence and profiles of emission features, and the ionized
metal features of shell spectra. More detailed information concerning
the structure and motions of the circumstellar ring is necessary to
account for all the spectral details, but in general the ring model is
the one employed in describing these stars.
The differences between Be and Be shell spectra presumably arise
from the geometry of the system with respect to our line of sight (see
Fig. 2). In the case of the Be profile, the position of the line of
3sight dictates that the entire system is seen moving at very nearly
the same radial velocity despite the rotation of the ring. Therefore,
the emission seen from all portions of the ring will lie very nearly
at the center of the underlying stellar absorption line, forming the
sharp emission core, the strength of which will depend on the total
quantity of gas in the ring and the amount of exciting radiation from
the star. If there is sufficient gas between the star and the observer,
there may be a small absorption core as shown in Fig. 1B, but one would
not expect to find sufficient quantities of intervening gas to produce
the helium and ionized metal absorption lines present in the shell
spectrum.
In the case of shell spectrum, the ring's rotation is in the
direction of the line of sight, so that the emission from the portions
of the ring approaching and receding from the observer are respectively
blue- and red-shifted with respect to the underlying stellar absorption
line. These shifts result in the double absorption lobe profile shown
in Fig. 1C. The very deep central absorption is caused by the large
quantity of gas in the ring between the stellar disk and the observer.
There is also sufficient intervening matter here to produce the helium
and ionized metal absorption lines, which are very sharp because of the
low pressure in the ring and the fact that the absorbing gas is all
moving essentially perpendicularly to the line of sight and hence there
is little Doppler broadening arising from the ring's rotation.
All the above described spectral characteristics of the Be and
Be shell stars make them very interesting objects, and taken alone would
make these stars popular objects for study. Adding even more to their
interest, however, is the fact that for very few (if any) of the Be
4stars are the spectral features constant with time. Sometimes the
variations in the spectra are slow and minor, other times rapid and
very striking. The study of Be star variability has a long history,
and the following discussion is a brief review of the kinds of fluctua-
tions observed and the time scales involved, in order that the signifi-
cance of rapid time variations in emission line equivalent widths might
be more clearly understood. We shall arbitrarily refer to time scales
of years as long, those of months, weeks or days as intermediate, and
those of an hour or less as short.
A. Appearances and Disappearances of Emission Lines, Shell Absorption
Lines, or Both
This type of change, in which a star develops new or stronger
emission or shell absorption lines or in which such lines in a spectrum
weaken or completely disappear, generally occurs over a long or inter-
mediate time scale, and has been observed in many different stars, such
as y Cas, Pleione, 48 Lib, and HD 33232 to name just a few examples
(Merrill, 1953). Often these spectral changes are accompanied by photo-
metric changes in the luminosity and color index of the star.
The interpretation of this sort of spectral variation is that
the shell of gas in which the emission and shell absorption lines origi-
nate is being newly generated or has dissipated. The mechanisms for
formation are not yet fully understood, and indeed may be different
from star to star. Some astronomers feel that the shell formation is
the result of the rapid rotation of the star and a resulting slow leakage
of material from the equator to the shell, according to Struve's models
already mentioned, and in fact there is evidence to indicate that in
some instances (Pleione, for example) the shell does form from gas
5moving slowly away from the star (Merrill, 1952). Other observers,
however, believe that the rotation of the star plays only a minor role
and that some eruptive force or other active instability at the stellar
surface such as chromospheric radiative outbursts (Underhill, 1960),
electric discharges (Johnson, 1955) or a process similar to a solar
prominence (Boyartchuk, 1957) is responsible. Here again, some stars,
such as y Cas, appear to have rapidly forming shells following violent
outbursts, and so there is evidence for both types of mechanism. There
has also been suggestion that, since many of the Be stars are known to
lie above the main sequence, the mechanism of origin may be related to
an instability developing as a consequence of the restructuring of the
star after the exhaustion of hydrogen in the core.
What can be said with relative certainty is that the significance
of the appearance or disappearance of emission and shell absorption lines
is that the gas rings about the Be star are very often not stable, that
they are many times formed and later dissipated, and that most likely
there is a variety of mechanisms responsible for these events.
B. V/R Ratio and General Profile Variations
One of the most thoroughly studied of the spectral characteristics
of Be and Be shell stars is the ratio of intensities of the V and R
emission lobes (V/R) of both the Balmer lines and any ionized metal
lines (Fe II, Mg II, Si II for instance) which might also be in emission.
It is found that in about 60% of the Be stars this ratio is variable on
a long time scale, and about one-fourth of these fluctuations are peri-
odic over about seven years on the average (Copeland and Heard, 1963).
Examples of this periodic type of V/R fluctuation are to be found in
Tau (Delplace, 1970) and in ' Mon (Cowley and Gugula, 1973).
6To explain some long term, periodic changes in the V/R ratio,
Huang (1973) has proposed a model based on the apsidal motion of an
elliptical ring surrounding the star which would seem to explain the
phenomenon adequately. Other of these periodic V/R variations, such
as in 0' Mon, can perhaps best be explained in a binary star model with
the secondary being surrounded by an emitting shell which is distended
toward the primary and changes orientation during the course of the
orbital period (Cowley and Gugula, 1973). A third explanation is offered
in the case of C Tau, where not only the V/R ratios, but also the emis-
sion strengths, widths, and radial velocities change in such a way to
indicate a pulsation of the circumstellar envelope which is caused by
an instability in the lower regions (Delplace, 1970).
Those variations which are not periodic, on the other hand, pose
a different problem. McLaughlin (1961) has attempted their description
by calling upon a rotating, irregularly pulsating shell model, but there
are quantitative difficulties in this approach which have not been re-
solved, and the problem is one still requiring explanation.
The V/R ratio in Be stars is also on occasion variable (with
little or no accompanying change in equivalent width) on intermediate
time scales of a few weeks. This type of variation often occurs in
conjunction with the development of or change in a shell spectrum fol-
lowing a violent outburst such as manifested by y Cas in 1937 (see for
example Edwards, 1956). While these variations are not yet explained
either, presumably they are connected with the activity producing the
shell, or perhaps with revolution about the star of inhomogeneities in
the ring itself. Nothing certain is known about these variations,
however.
7Finally, Hutchings (1967, 1972) has found that the V/R ratio
(as well as the overall profile in general) of HP and fy in y Cas is
variable over a time scale on the order of an hour, a very short time
interval indeed. While even less is known about the mechanism respon-
sible for this rapid activity than about the others already discussed,
it would seem a safe conclusion that the cause of such a quick fluctua-
tion in these line profiles is not related to changes in the geometrical
orientation of the system or any of its parts. It is much more reason-
able to suspect that physical conditions in the emitting regions are
changing, although nothing more specific can as yet be said.
C. Changes in Equivalent Width
Obviously, in connection with the long term appearances and
disappearances of shell spectra, the equivalent widths of the emission
and absorption lines both will change, and we will consider variations
on this time scale to fall under the first section, which considers
shell formation and dissipation. There are equivalent width fluctua-
tions in shorter time scales, however, and these merit separate
discussion.
Specifically, the material of interest is evidence from Bahng
(1971) that there may be fluctuations in the equivalent widths of HP
and Hy in C Tauri in the interval of only 10 minutes. If these varia-
tions are found to be definitely real in this and other stars, studies
of their exact nature and mechanism of origin will provide more inter-
esting clues to the conditions and activity in the systems in which
they are present. This present research is an attempt to gather further
information regarding this newly studied phenomenon by examining
several Be stars to find if it can be observed in them.
8If found to be real, what would be the significance of such
fluctuations in terms of the Be variability problems already discussed?
As in the case of the very quick variations in profiles, it is most
likely that the phenomenon is not traceable to geometrical causes, but
rather that there is some form of activity actually changing the physical
character of the emitting region or the radiation which excites it.
Limber (1970) points out that the fluctuation of equivalent widths in
ten or twenty minutes implies a volume of activity having dimensions
of the order of 1/100 of the stellar radius. An event occurring in this
size region may indicate the presence of some flare-like or perhaps
shock phenomenon. Further support for this type of explanation is to
be found in the belief that electrical discharge, or mechanical or
radiative outburst on the surface of the star may be significant in the
process of shell formation. If this is true, one can picture the photo-
sphere of a Be star as a very active, unstable environment in which
there occur large and small scale outbursts, the latter producing short
time scale equivalent width fluctuations and the former producing new
circumstellar shells. As it will be shown in the following chapters,
the results of this research indicate that the phenomenon of rapidly
fluctuating Balmer equivalent widths is real and that the possibility
of a randomly occurring flare-like event is certainly attractive, at
least qualitatively, as the possible origin.
OBSERVATIONAL PROCEDURE
A. Description of the Instrument
The observations for this research were made on the nights
9-12 October 1972 (UT) at Kitt Peak National Observatory using the
No. 2 92-cm telescope equipped with the computer-controlled image
dissecting scanner (IDS) designed by A. Hoag, W. Bell and D. Trumbo
(1971). The IDS can be used as a rapid scanning spectrophotometer with
very good time resolution because it requires no change of the grating
position to move from one spectral point to another. Instead, the full
spectral image to be observed is placed simultaneously on the photo-
emissive surface of the photomultiplier, which is surrounded by a mag-
netic focusing yoke of variable field strength. At a given value of
this field strength, only those electrons from a small area of the
photoemissive surface (and hence only those from a short range of the
stellar spectrum) can reach the first dynode. The rest are deflected
and hence ignored by the photomultiplier (see Fig. 3). By varying the
strength of the magnetic field of the yoke, therefore, it is possible
to select electrons from successive small portions of the spectrum and
hence scan the entire spectrum without rotating the grating. It is
also possible to scan two noncontiguous spectral intervals without
taking the time to cover the interval between by simply making a dis-
crete change in the field strength. This feature is important in the
present research because it saves valuable time when scanning the region
surrounding two Balmer features while ignoring the interval between
them.
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In the Kitt Peak IDS the field strength of the yoke, the number
of spectral positions to be scanned, the integration time and the
recording of output are all controlled by a Honeywell 416 digital com-
puter according to a program prepared by the designers. The program
allows the recording of from one to 200 discrete channels of output
data, which means, of course, that 200 is the maximum number of data
points along the spectral range covered. The spectral resolution and
separation of these points will depend upon the specific grating and
spectral order used in a given project, and those for this project are
presented below.
The purpose of a rapid scanning spectrophotometer is to integrate
over the entire spectrum as quickly as possible and then keep repeating
this procedure as many times as required, adding the results of each
scan to the total in order to obtain a statistically reliable total
number of counts per channel in the final spectrum. In this way, the
effects of changes in seeing and transparency are effectively eliminated
by smoothing them out over the many individual scans which have been
added together to give the final spectrum. In this work, a single
integration of the spectrum will be called one scan, and the final
total of several scans which is recorded when the number of counts in
each channel is sufficiently large will be called one observation.
The program for the Kitt Peak IDS allows a minimum integration
time of one millisecond per channel (with a dead time between channels
on the order of 2%). The total time to integrate once over a given
spectrum will depend of course on the total number of channels used,
but even at the maximum of 200 the time is 0.2 second, which is much
shorter than in scanners with movable gratings.
The IDS system at Kitt Peak also provides a storage oscilloscope
display of the counts in all 200 channels as they are being recorded.
This enables the observer to view the spectrum while integrating in order
to be sure that the system is working properly, that a reasonable number
of counts is being accumulated and that the spectral features he desires
to measure are in fact centered in the channels being scanned.
B. Specific Parameters for This Research
Below are listed several of the physical parameters which
determined the spectral and time resolution of the observational data
in this research project.
Entrance aperture: The aperture of the spectrometer was
circular with a diameter of 6 seconds of arc when pro-
jected on the sky.
Grating: In the spectrometer, a 300 lines/mm grating which
yielded a reciprocal dispersion of 60.5 A/mm in the
second order was used.
Resolution: With the dispersion given above, the physical
size of the area of the photocathode examined in any one
time by a given channel (called the slot width) resulted
in a spectral resolution of 20 A in the second order and
40 A in the first.
Step size: The step size between successive channel centers
was 4.27 A in the second order and 8.54 A in the first.
Spectral coverage limit: In second order a maximum of 880 A
coverage was possible at any one grating position.
Photomultiplier: An ITT F4011RP S-25 photomultiplier was used
in the IDS in order to achieve adequate red sensitivity
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to measure Ha. The tube did not require cooling because
in an image dissector at any given moment, the effective
cathode area, from which any dark count must come, is
equal to the slot width, which has dimension of 0.3 mm.
An area of this size yields only about 6 counts/second of
dark count, much less than the expected statistical noise
of approximately 100 counts/second/channel.
A word should be said here regarding the effect of the low
spectral resolution of the scans on the observed profiles of the lines.
Any structural details such as emission lobes or central absorption
cores are invisible in the final observed profile, as shown in Fig. 4,
in which the true profile for Ha in pPer as measured by Gray and
Marlborough (1974) appears above a sample observational profile of the
same line from the IDS data. One can see that the exact profile of
the line is completely lost, and that the observed profile will include
the entire stellar absorption line as well as the emission feature.
It is true, nevertheless, that equivalent width measures are not af-
fected by the loss of resolution, and hence the system is suitable
for the measurements desired here.
C. Actual Observing Method
Although seven nights of telescope time were originally allocated
for this observing run, the first three were lost because of poor
weather. On the first clear night observations were made with the
grating positioned to scan HP and H'. On the second night the, grating
was moved to cover Ha and HA, to insure observations of all of the
first four Balmer lines in case the weather should again prove unfavor-
able. Fortunately, the third and fourth nights were also clear, and
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Ha and H8 were again scanned on the third while H1P and Hy were repeated
on the last night of the run. The result then was four nights of obser-
vations evenly divided between the two pairs of Balmer features. It
became impossible to make the additional intended observations because
soon after this run the instrument was dismantled.
On each night the two lines in question were observed
simultaneously in each star. In the case of HP and Hy, both lines
were observed in the second order, the scans being made over 31 data
channels centered about HP and then skipping to 31 channels centered
about Hy (see Fig. 5). For the Ha and HA observations, however, the
separation of more than 2450 A between the line centers prevented the
two lines from being placed simultaneously on the photoemissive surface
of the IDS in the same spectral order, since the second order spectral
coverage limit was approximately 900 A as mentioned previously. It
was possible to observe He and H8 at the same time, however, by sacri-
ficing a factor of two in spectral resolution for HIa and observing it
in the first order while observing H8 in the second. Ha in the first
order falls at the same location spatially as 1 3282 in the second
order, which is close enough to H 8 (04101) to be studied at the same
time. The procedure was to insert a GG 13 filter in the spectrometer
to block light of wavelength shorter than 3800 A so that there would
be no second order spectrum overlapping the first order Ha line. Because
of the low sensitivity of the S-25 photomultiplier to near infrared
radiation of X 8200, and the low amount of continuum radiation of B
stars at this wavelength, there was no problem of first order contamina-
tion of the second order H8 line. The scans then were made through 31
data points centered on Ha and then skipping to 31 points centered about
H8 (see Fig. 6).
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The exact 31 channels which included each line were found at
the beginning of each night by using all 200 channels to scan the spec-
trum of a star with obvious hydrogen Balmer lines and viewing the re-
sults on the storage tube display. From this display one could easily
determine which channels included the proper spectral regions, and
these were then programmed for the night's observations.
Thus for both pairs of lines there were 62 data channels per
scan. The system was operated at the minimum integration time per
channel; each scan therefore required a total of 62 milliseconds. The
total number of scans for each observation had to be determined sepa-
rately for each star on each night. The goal was to accumulate a
minimum of 10 counts per channel, since at this level, the statistical
fluctuation is at most one percent. The number of scans necessary to
reach this level depended on the apparent magnitude of the star and
the transparency of the atmosphere. The transparency was quite variable
even over the course of one night because of the presence of moving
thin cloud cover, but since this type of obscuration does not affect
equivalent width measures, it was necessary only to increase the total
integration time (i.e. the number of scans) to receive a sufficient
number of counts. Similarly, extinction arising from zenith distance
changes have no effect on the measured equivalent width, hence no
special corrections were necessary. The extreme values of scans neces-
sary were 500 and 2000, so that the total time for single observations
ranged from 31 to 124 seconds. The most common total integration time
per observation, however, was 62 seconds (1000 scans).
At the end of each observation the computer automatically
recorded all the data on magnetic tape, a process which required only
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about one or two seconds, resulting in very nearly continuous observation
of the stellar spectra. The data which were recorded after the comple-
tion of each observation included the following:
1. The identification number of the observation (beginning at
one each night and running sequentially throughout the night),
2. The UT starting time of the observation to the nearest sec-
ond,
3. The number of counts recorded for each of the 200 channels
available in the system (obviously, any not used would be
recorded as 0), and
4. The number of scans in the observation.
Such data as the star identification, lines observed, notation of sky
conditions, and so on were recorded manually on a separate log sheet.
The order of observations for a given program star proceeded
as follows: Five observations were made of a comparison star which had
been chosen specifically for that program star (see next paragraph).
Then the program star was observed for a period of from one to two
hours, and then finally another five observations of the comparison
star were made. During the program star observations the centering
of the stellar image in the entrance aperture was maintained by continu-
ous monitoring of a guide star through the offset guiding eyepiece on
the instrument.
D. Stars Observed
Table 1 gives the program stars for this project as well as the
comparison star for each. The comparison stars (early B stars showing
no emission) were chosen to be in fairly close proximity to the program
16
star for which they were used. It is assumed that the equivalent widths
of the Balmer lines in these stars were constant over the observed time
scale of a few minutes so that their measures can be used as a deter-
mination of the stability of the system and its ability to detect small
fluctuations in equivalent widths at the low spectral resolution used.
DATA REDUCTION
All the numerical computations for this research project were
performed on the CDC 6400 computer system of Northwestern University
0 s
Vogelback Computing Center.
A. Computation of Equivalent Widths
The computation of the equivalent width measured for each line
at each observation was begun by extracting from the 200 data channels
only those actually scanned (31 per line). For each line the number
of counts in each channel was normalized to the value in the first
channel. These values were then used to establish the position of the
continuum. The procedure for this computation was to assume for the
first attempt that the eleven central points of the scan lie in the
spectral line, and so these points were at least temporarily ignored,
leaving ten points at each outside edge of the scan region which were
assumed to be the continuum. The least-squares solution to the best
straight line through these twenty values of (i, Ni), where N i is the
normalized count value in the it
h channel, and the corresponding value
for the standard deviation from this line (a) were computed.
For all 31 channels, the normalized value of each was compared
to the continuum value just calculated. If the difference of the two
exceeded 2a, the point was considered to lie not in the continuum but
rather in the line. If the list of such channels included any points
other than the central eleven, or if any of those central points were
not included, the continuum calculation was repeated using the new
list of points considered not to lie in the line, calculate a new value
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of a , and then look for points lying more than 2a away from the new
line. This iterative procedure would continue until one of two condi-
tions was satisfied. If from one calculation of the continuum to the
next there was no change whatsoever in the lists of points included in
the calculation and those excluded as being in the line, the process
would be terminated and the continuum considered to be accurate.
Alternatively, the fifth continuum would be considered final even if
the first condition were not satisfied. The purpose here was to allow
for the possibility that the scatter in an observation might be suffi=
ciently great that even when the continuum was accurately placed there
may be two or more points of the continuum on opposite sides of the
line and at a distance greater than 2 U from it, hence preventing the
first condition from ever being satisfied. It was determined that the
method described would accurately place the continuum in less than five
iterations if the scatter were not a factor, and so the limit of five
iterations was imposed. In practice it was found that only 45% of the
observations required the full five iterations to fix the continuum
level, and for each observation in that group there were only one or
two points of the continuum beyond the 
2 j limit.
Once the continuum level was determined the equivalent width of
the line was calculated numerically in the customary manner using the
points not used in the final iteration of the continuum calculation.
To reduce the possibility of including erroneously a "noisy" continuum
point not eliminated by five iterations, none of the first or last eight
points of each line were used in the equivalent width calculation, even
if more than 2 c from the continuum. These points were known after
examination of many observations to lie beyond the wings of the line.
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At this point, a check was made to determine whether equivalent
widths derived in this manner for the comparison star spectra were in
fact constant by examining the observations of these lines to see how
much noise was present in the data. For each block of five observations
of a comparison star a mean value and a probable error of a single
observation were computed, and then all of these probable errors for
all the stars were averaged. It was found that this average probable
error for a single observation was 0.16 A (the full range in values
was from 0.05 to 0.25 A), and so it appears that the procedure adopted
is capable of measuring the equivalent widths of the lines to an in-
ternal accuracy of 0.2 A.
It is of course possible that the above method will introduce
a systematic effect into the values of the equivalent widths, but as
the intention is only to compare successive observations looking for
fluctuations, such an effect would be unimportant in this research
project.
At this stage then equivalent width values for the two spectral
lines in each observation and the time of each observation were known.
B. Analysis of Equivalent Widths as Functions of Time
The CDC 6400 was used with the Calcomp plotter to produce graphs
of the equivalent widths as functions of time. Lines observed sumul-
taneously were plotted together. Results of two typical plots are
shown in Figs. 7 and 8. The data across the center of the plot include
HR number of the star, and the date and starting UT for the observation.
It soon became obvious that visual inspection of these graphs would
not be sufficient to decide upon the reality of fluctuations in equiv-
alent widths, and the decision was made to perform the analysis entirely
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numerically. The analysis was performed separately for each night's
observation of each star.
For each individual line, a mean of the equivalent width values
was calculated and, using this, a value for a , the standard deviation
from the mean according to the formula
n W)2
(w 
-F)
0= i=1
n-i(7 n -1
where wi is an observational value of the equivalent width, W the mean
value, and n the total number of observations. A mean value and a
for the five observations of the comparison star preceding the program
observations and separately for the five following them were also com-
puted. The comparison star observations before and after their respec-
tive program stars were kept separate so as to be able to detect any
possible change in the stability of the system over the course of the
program star observations.
It should be noted that the standard deviation from the mean
of a series of quantities is independent of the total number of observa-
tions (a fact not true for the more familiar standard deviation of the
mean a' = n ) and so the fact that there are only five observa-
tions in each comparison star group and from 60 to 200 in the program
star runs does not invalidate any comparison between the magnitudes of
the standard deviations from the mean of the program star, ap, and of
the comparison star before and after the program observations, 
0 1c and
7c2
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Such a comparison was in fact used to determine the reality
of fluctuations in the equivalent width values. The criterion estab-
lished for the existence of real fluctuations in a given Balmer line
strength was that the following condition be satisfied for that line:
p l + ac2 > 2.0
2
The goal was to find fluctuations with standard deviation from the
mean twice as great on the average as those which were attributed to
noise of the system. In these cases the line strength variations would
be considered real.
In addition to deciding if the fluctuations in measured values
were real it was desired to determine if they might be periodic, and
so at this stage the individual values of equivalent width and the
times of observation were submitted to a power spectrum analysis per-
formed by a library program of the Vogelback Computing Center. The
program uses the Cooley-Tukey algorithm for performing the Fourier
transform involved and makes a rapid determination of periodicity pos-
sible. Since the program requires that the input data points be uni-
formly separated in time, some program star observations which were
interrupted by clouds or mechanical delay were divided into smaller
groups treated independently to preserve a uniform time interval.
In addition to the program data, test data of known period
and amplitude were also processed for the purpose of calibrating the
amplitude of the periodic wave input in terms of the power at a given
frequency peak in the power spectrum. The resulting calibration was
determined to be
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2 1
a = A * Af
0.15 P
where a is the semi-amplitude of the sinusoidal variations at a fre-
quency f in the original series of observations, A the height of the.. p
peak in the power spectrum af frequency f, and
S
Af = 2B
In the expression for Af, S, the sampling rate, is the number of ob-
servations per minute; and B, the number of frequency bands, is the
number of discrete frequencies resolved by the power spectrum analysis.
B is an increasing function of the total number of observations in the
sample. This calibration was then to be used later to determine the
magnitude of any periodic variations found.
As will be discussed in the next chapter, the results obtained
from the power spectrum analysis were not very striking, and so two
different procedures were followed to be sure that indeed no periodicity
was present. First, the power spectra for both nights' observations
of any line determined to be variable were averaged (each night weighted
according to the total number of observations) in an attempt to smooth
out the noise and emphasize any frequency peaks. The other procedure
was to take a single night's observations and average each succesbive
pair of points before performing the power spectrum analysis. While
of course cutting the number of data points in half, this procedure
would also smooth out noise and emphasize peaks.
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C. Analysis of Observed Profiles as Functions of Time
In addition to the measurements of equivalent widths described
above, the observed profiles of the lines were examined to see if any
changes could be observed there in connection with the equivalent
width fluctuations. As mentioned earlier, with our low resolution of
20 A (or 40 A in the first order), the profiles obtained were greatly
broadened and any internal details such as violet and red emission
lobes were not visible. It was thought possible, however, to investi-
gate whether there would be some visible effect in the observed profile
if the actual line profiles were changing.
To begin the examination of these profiles each night's observa-
tion of each star was taken separately. Since the intention was now
to examine successive profiles of these lines, it was necessary to be
sure that the profiles were always fixed with respect to the data chan-
nel position, an unnecessary condition when we considered only equiv-
alent widths. Now in principle one would expect that once programmed,
the 31 data channels positioned around a given line would be fixed
with respect to wavelength, meaning of course that from observation
to observation a given channel would always contain exactly the same
wavelength interval. In practice, however, it was found that there
were two possible causes for the wavelength position to shift slightly
with respect to the data channel position.
First, if the star image should move in the entrance aperture
in the direction of dispersion, then the spectrum would shift in the
same direction and the displacement in channel position would occur.
Such a change in image position could be due either to faulty telescope
tracking or from movement of the image within the seeing disk. In the
second order, to cause the spectrum to shift by one full channel an
image position drift over an angle of approximately 2" in the proper
direction would be required. Since the telescope was continuously
guided it is felt that the amount of drift from telescope tracking
error was never as large as this angle, but the seeing disk on the four
nights of the run was on the order of 2", and so channel drift from
this cause cannot be ruled out.
The other possible cause for channel drift was instability in
the voltage applied to the deflection yoke. With 200 channels available,
a fluctuation of 0.5percent would alter the wavelength position by
one full channel. Since this possibility also cannot be easily ruled
out, it was decided to check for channel shift before comparing suc-
cessive observed profiles. This was accomplished by examining the 31
channels surrounding the line, finding the maximum or minimum count
value (depending on whether the line was in emission or absorption),
and adopting this channel as the line center. The profiles were then
artificially shifted so as to place this central point in the same
channel for each observation.
Now a mean profile was computed by averaging the number of
counts in each channel over all the observations. Then each profile
was compared to this mean by computing the percentage deviation of
each channel from the mean for that channel (Resid.).
C. - c.1 1
For channel i: Resid.
1
where c. is the number of counts in the dhannel. Finally, for each
observation of the line the mean Resid over all the channels in the
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line was subtracted from each Resid.. This was done to eliminate the1
effects of a change in atmospheric transparency which would produce
large values of Resia. for all of one observation but would not alter1
the shape of the profile from that of the mean profile.
The results of these calculations were then plotted graphically.
What one would expect to see in the cases in which a line was, and was
not, showing fluctuations from the mean profile is illustrated in Fig.
9.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
A. Existence of Real Fluctuations in Equivalent Width
If we define one night's continuous observations of a single
Balmer line in one program star to be a block of observations, then
there were 38 blocks completed over the four-day observing run, each
consisting of from GO to 200 observations of an equivalent width.
The differences in lengths of the blocks arises from the differences
in time resolution (from brightness differences in the stars) as well
as the necessity of shortening some so as to be able to observe all of
the program stars desired in the available dark hours each night.
Table 2 gives the line identification, data, number of scans
per observation, number of observations, mean equivalent width for
each block, and if available a published value of the equivalent width
from the literature for the purpose of comparison to help judge the
performance of the IDS and the reduction procedure. An inspection of
this information reveals that the mean equivalent width values are not
greatly different from published values and are very consistent from
night to night. The largest differences between two successive mean
values for the same line is 0.5 A, and the average difference for all
the blocks is 0.2 A, an indication that over a long time base the IDS
performance was stable. Mean values for the equivalent widths of the
comparison star lines, and published values, are given in Table 3, and
here again the consistency is quite good.
The data found in Table 4 are those used for the determination
of the existence of real fluctuations in these equivalent vwidths. The
first four columns give the star, the line in question, the date, and
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then the standard deviation from the mean (a ) for that block'sP
observations. Following these columns are two which give the standard
deviation from the mean of the comparison stars as measured before
(7c 1) and after (a c2) the program star block. The last column of
Table 4 gives the average value of the ratio of a to a and a.
p cl c2"
It is this number, as described in the previous chapter, that must
equal or exceed 2.0 for the fluctuations of the equivalent width to
be judged real. Examination of the table shows seven blocks for which
the criterion is satisfied, and the star, line, and date for each are
listed separately in Table 5. The last column in this table is in-
cluded to show the approximate percentage change in line strength oc-
curring during the fluctuations. The quantity given is . * 100
where w is the mean equivalent width for the block. Since the root
mean square deviation is equal by definition to a T , this given
n p
quantity very closely approximates the r.m.s. percent deviation of the
equivalent width. The matter of time scales for the variations will
be discussed later.
From the data thus far presented the following points are noted
regarding the existence and nature of variations in the equivalent
widths of Balmer lines in these program stars:
1. In seven blocks (belonging to three of the six program
stars (t Per, 28 Tau, 48 Per)), it would appear that in fact, real
variations in the line strengths are occurring over the time period
of the observations. These seven cases can actually be divided into
two separate groups. The first group, consisting of HIa in TPer and
48 Per, and HP in 28 Tau, are three lines which have a reasonably large
equivalent width, and the variations therefore are a small percentage
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of the total line strength. With lines of these intensities, any error
with small absolute value in the placement of the continuum would result
in a very small percentage error in the equivalent width because of
the large separation between line and continuum.
In the case of the other group (the remaining variable lines),
however, the equivalent widths are very small (absolute values less
than 2.0 A). While the numerical method of continuum placement used
is intended to be purely objective, it is of course probable that when
the line profiles lie so very close to the continuum, a few points of
the line will be included in the computed continuum, and there may be
small errors in the continuum placement which, by virtue of the weak-
ness of the lines, could represent a sizeable percentage of the total
strength and lead to a spuriously high value for a p. So, while it isp
not possible to make a quantitative statement regarding the confidence
in the results of the two separate groups, it is the feeling that the
variations of the first group are more reliably established than for
the second, although all are still considered real. Presumably the
large apparent percentages of variation found for this second group
are in reality on the order of only a few percent, the difference being
attributed to computational difficulty with the weak lines.
2. In three more blocks, which will be called borderline cases
and are listed in Table 6, although the criterion for establishing the
presence of fluctuations is not satisfied, either a p/acl or rp/ac2
taken alone was actually greater than or equal to 2.0. This may in
fact be just a noise effect, or might possibly indicate that at the
beginning or end of the block there were variations occurring which
were not present throughout the entire time period covered by the block.
More extensive observations would be required to decide the question.
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3. Since the fluctuations occur in both Be (48 Per) and Be
shell (28 Tau and a Per) spectra, increased support is found for the
belief that the origin of the fluctuations is unrelated to the line
of sight geometry but is intrinsic to physical characteristics of the
star-ring system.
4. In only one case (if one disregards the borderline case of
Ha in 28 Tau) are the fluctuations of a line found on both nights the
line was observed. The significance of this fact lies in the support
it lends to the suggestion of flare or shock phenomena as the mechan-
ism of origin, since this sort of mechanism would not necessarily be
operating continuously, and one could expect to have periods of low
activity.
5. In no case (again not considering borderline cases) are two
different spectral lines measured simultaneously both found to be vari-
able at the same time. The obvious conclusion from this fact is that
whatever the mechanism of origin for these variations, it does not
operate to the same degree on all of the Balmer features, but rather
on one (or, of course, perhaps more than one which are not measured)
more strongly. Sometimes it is the higher series member of the two
which varies, sometimes the lower. This feature of the variations
may imply a stratification according to excitation level of the shell,
and a disturbance which moves through it, causing different lines to
fluctuate at different times.
Regarding the time scales of these variations the following
can be said. As will be pointed out in detail in the section describ-
ing the results of the power spectrum analysis of the data, no periodi-
cities were found. This fact makes the determination of the exact
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time scales of the real (and random) fluctuations rather difficult,
because the standard deviation from the mean tells nothing of how fre-
quently the data are varying, only the amount of the average variation.
It is possible to place limits on the time scales, however, based on
the time resolution and lengths of blocks.
Since three observations during the course of a variation are
necessary for detection, a time resolution of approximately one minute
implies that the minimum time scale variation that could possibly be
detected in this analysis must be at least three minutes. Any shorter
time scale would be missed, unless by chance the observations coincided
with the times of extreme values, an unlikely event.
On the other hand, for fluctuations to be detectable in observa-
tions over a specified time interval, it is necessary for that interval
to extend over at least two or three cycles of the variation. In the
present case, in which the variations were detected in blocks of approxi-
mately one hour in length, this restriction implies an upper limit to
the time scale of 20 to 30 minutes. This upper limit could actually
be much larger if in fact the equivalent widths were changing mono-
tonically over a relatively long time scale, but inspection of the
equivalent width graphs as functions of time indicates that this is
not the case. There is no net slope of the data, only scatter about
the mean, which would indicate that the time scale of the detected
variations must be on the order of a few minutes rather than close to
an hour or longer.
The conclusion is, therefore, that the observed fluctuations
are occurring over time periods of from three to 30 minutes, and that
from this data analyzed in this manner it is not possible to fix the
duration of the variations more precisely.
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B. Periodicity of Real Fluctuations
As was briefly mentioned in the previous chapter and the above
section, the results of the power spectrum analysis of the equivalent
width data were negative. The first analysis of the raw data produced
power spectra such as those in Figs. 10 and 11. Figure 10 shows the
power spectrum for Ha in 48 Per on the night on which it was variable,
and Fig. 11 shows the power spectrum for the constant HY line in Pleione.
At first glance it might appear that there are a few peaks which would
indicate periodic components to the fluctuation. Inspection of three
features of the power spectra show this to be untrue, however.
First, in the power spectra of the variable lines, the peaks
which do appear have very small numerical value, and when one applies
the established calibration equation (given in the chapter on Data
Reduction) to their values one finds the amplitude indicated for the
actual periodic wave is consistently only one-third to one-half the
value of the standard deviation from the mean. If the fluctuations
were periodic the amplitude of the wave should identically equal the
amplitude of the variation, since they would be one in the same. The
observed peaks must therefore be noise.
Secondly, the peaks are only on the order of two or three times
the general noise level in the power spectra and, since the peak height
is proportional to the wave amplitude squared, any periodic wave would
have an amplitude greater than the noise by less than a factor of two,
which is not a significant amount and does not indicate the definite
presence of a periodic variation. It is of course quite possible, be-
cause of the coarse frequency resolution of these power spectra, that
an actual frequency peak lies between the highest two points in the
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power spectrum and is in fact farther above the noise than appears 
from
the output. Again, however, because of the peak's proportionality to
the square of the wave's amplitude, it is unlikely that even if 
com-
puted from actual peak height values (which are not expected 
to be
vastly different from the values used), the resulting wave amplitudes
would sufficiently exceed the noise levels to be considered 
real
periodicity.
Finally, there are no striking differences between the power
spectra of those lines judged to be varying and those which are not.
This fact implies that there is sufficient noise in the data 
to create
small peaks in the power spectra even when the line is not actually
varying. (As yet another check on the performance of the IDS 
we note
that these peaks are numerous, small, and close to the noise 
level in
blocks where no variation is present, and conclude that there 
is no
periodic noise source in the system.)
In order to be absolutely sure that no periodicity is present
in these data, we performed the two averaging processes described 
in
Chapter 3. If a weak periodicity were present, one or both of 
these
techniques might suppress the noise and emphasize the power 
spectrum
peak. Both led to negative results again, however. The 
general noise
and peak levels remained the same, and as in the raw data analysis
there were no peaks significantly above the noise. Our final 
conclu-
sion therefore is that the observed fluctuations are completely 
random.
In many ways this result is a very reassuring one. First,
since geometric origins for the variations are considered unlikely,
periodicity from these causes is not to be expected. Secondly, 
as
has been noted, it is the author's feeling that a flare or shock
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phenomenon is responsible for the presence of the short time scale
fluctuations. If this is indeed the case, the existence of a periodi-
city in those variations would be a rather difficult phenomenon for
which to account, since one would expect that flares or related activity
would occur at random intervals, especially on a time scale such as is
being considered. So the failure to detect periodicity is considered
supportive to the idea that the line strength fluctuations are origi-
nating in small areas and caused by random, flare-like activity.
C. Analysis of Observed Profiles
This part of the analysis proved to be much more difficult than
first imagined. The real problem lies in the elimination of channel
position shift, which has been described earlier. The expected effect
of unremoved channel shift is shown in the two parts of Fig. 12. The
left.half of the figure shows an individual profile which is identical
to the mean profile except that it has been shifted slightly to the
left. The right half then shows the resulting graph of the residuals
from the mean computed as described in the previous chapter. The
characteristic "s" shape is very distinctive. Figures 13 and 14 show
some actual graphs of these residual profiles for the observations,
and one sees immediately that the same "s" shape is quite commonly pres-
ent both in the variable Ha and constant H8 lines in 48 Per and the
constant Ha and H8 lines in the comparison star 34 Per. The obvious
conclusion then is that image drift within the seeing disk, instability
in deflection yoke voltage, or both, are working to change the spectral
position relative to the data channels, and the attempts to remove the
shift numerically have been unsuccessful. Apparently the shift in
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position is not an integral multiple of channel width, since this
method of removing shifts is capable of moving the data in integral
channel units and would presumably have succeeded in such a case.
Hence it is impossible to eliminate these partial shifts between obser-
vations.
Because the "s" shaped residual profile is the only kind which
is found in any block of observations, the necessary conclusion is that
if there are any profile fluctuations occurring in conjunction with
the changes in equivalent width, they are undetectable with this sys-
tem. Its coarse spectral resolution and apparent instability in chan-
nel position preclude any such profile examination.
DISCUSSION OF INDIVIDUAL PROGRAM STARS
The purpose of this chapter is to present a summary of the
observed characteristics and spectral history of each of the six pro-
gram stars studied in this research project in order to determine their
similarities and differences and to see how the present investigation
and results are related to the previously accomplished research on
these objects. Since studies of equivalent width with time resolution
of only a minute are extremely new and results are in general unpub-
lished, it is not possible to compare the results obtained here to
those found by other observers, but they can be considered in the light
of the introductory chapter's discussion of Be star variability and
its interpretation.
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y CAS HD 5394 HR 264
Published Spectral Types References
BOne 40
BO IV: e 8, 9, 46, 60
BO IV 11, 62, 66
BO IV p 59, 76
BO IV pe 44, 48, 75
BO IV pe (sb) 63
Published V sin i (km/sec) References
300 2
310 12
General Spectroscopic Appearance
Except for the period from approximately 1932 to 1942, which
will be discussed in great detail in the section concerning spectral
variations, the spectrum of Y Cas has been that of a reasonably stable
Be star. The first few members of the Balmer series show emission in
two components with a central absorption core, all of which overlie
the usual broad stellar absorption feature. There is also faint emis-
sion at the stronger lines of Fe II, Mg II, and at times the helium
D line. When photometry or spectrum gradient measures are taken, one3
finds that the star has an infrared excess, which is at least in part
traceable to the presence of Paschen continuum emission in the spectrum
(Andrillat and Houziaux, 1967; Johnson, 1967).
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History of Variations
The strong interest in y Cas stems from the rather remarkable
sequence of variations which the star exhibited during the 
1930's.
These spectral changes have yet to be completely explained, 
and-they
place y Cas among the most unusual of the Be stars.
As has been briefly mentioned, from the mid-1800's until 
about
1929,y Cas behaved like an ordinary stable Be star. 
During that time
the star did exhibit a few very minor changes in brightness 
of less than
02 (Edwards, 1956) as well as some variation in emission and 
shell ab-
sorption line visibility, but these were gradual changes 
over very lim-
ited range. The hydrogen emission V/R ratios were known to vary, 
but
again, only over a very small amount, the value remaining 
very nearly
unity.
In 1929, the spectrum began a series of rapid 
and very obvious
changes. At first, the amplitude of the V/R fluctuations increased,
and then in 1933 V/R rose very sharply, while at the same 
time the
separation of the two components decreased steadily 
until there was
only a single component with no central absorption (Edwards, 
1956).
Emission lines attributable to Fe II, Mg II, Si II, 
Ca II, and He I
also appeared. These events continued throughout 1934, and 
by 1935 they
began to disappear. The Balmer lines again showed two emission 
compon-
ents, V/R reached a minimum, and the other emission 
faded.
That was not to be the end of this star's period of activity,
however, for in mid-193
6 Baize detected a O3 increase in brightness
(Heard, 1937) which, it developed, preceded another period 
of spectro-
scopic changes in 1937. The pattern for this 
second outburst was es-
sentially the same as in 1933-34, with the hydrogen emission lines
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again becoming single (Heard, 1938). At the time 
in 1937 when these
single emission lines reached their greatest 
intensity the star also
achieved its greatest luminosity, which was nearly 
one magnitude brighter
than before the outburst (Edwards, 1956). During 
1938, the emission
lines again became double, V/R fell below unity, 
and the star became
fainter. As in 1935, the end of this outburst 
was followed by the
appearance of a shell spectrum, marked 
at first by the appearance of
He IX 3889 in absorption. This shell faded 
during 1940, but its dis-
appearance was not uniform, as some of 
the shell absorption features
would strengthen and fade erratically over 
one or two day intervals.
The final evidence of activity during this 
period was the
development by the hydrogen emission lines 
of a structure more complex
than the original two-component appearance 
(Edwards, 1956). Two new
emission components appeared lying outside 
the original V and R com-
ponents. A similar effect had also been 
briefly observed during the
strong emission phase of 1937-38 (Burbidge and 
Burbidge, 1955), and
was taken to indicate the presence of 
a new shell lying closer to the
star and hence rotating faster than the 
previously observed emitting
region. In both 1938 and 1940 these outer 
components gradually dis-
appeared, and since 1940, y Cas has 
remained relatively quiescent,
exhibiting none of these dramatic; 
rapid spectral episodes.
The star has continued to show minor changes 
in spectral appear-
ance, luminosity and spectral gradient, 
however, and recent observations
by Hutchings (1967, 1970) indicate other 
short term changes in the Bal-
mer emission lines themselves. He has observed 
profiles of HP and Hy
with very high time resolution and finds 
them to be variable over time
scales of a few minutes, while the separation and strength of the peaks
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also at times varies over a few weeks. Hutchings states that, for
observations from 1969 to 1969, he finds evidence for a 0.7-day period
in the variation of separation and V/R ratio values for HP and Hy.
It will be recalled from Chapter 4 that no variations were found
for the equivalent width in any of the four Balmer lines measured in
yCas. More will be said of this result in the next section.
Significance of Variations
It is rather apparent from the foregoing summary of the varia-
tions of yCas that here is a star which at one time or another has
exhibited nearly all of the types of Be variability which were discussed
in Chapter 1, a fact which places it among the most interesting and
potentially valuable of the Be stars. Its light variations and shell
appearance during the 1930's have earned for it the classification as
an irregular nova-like variable, and it also has shown V/R variation,
change in emission component structure, and other profile variations.
In accord with the reasoning of Chapter 1, it would appear that quali-
tative statements regarding the causes of some of these variations are
possible, such as attributing the outburst of the 1930's to the erruptive
formation of a shell which later dissipated, but the other changes pose
more difficult problems. The short time scale fluctuations of profiles
and short period variation of V/R ratio found by Hutchings are not yet
clearly understood phenomena.
This observer would have expected to find equivalent width
fluctuations also in this star, but over the four nights of observations
there were none. It is, of course, possible that at other times the
strengths of these lines do fluctuate and that these changes are not
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continuous. Certainly it would have been interesting to have made
similar observations during the activity of the 1930's. If, howevero
these Balmer lines of y Cas are in fact constant in strength, it would
seem that the mechanism of origin for the equivalent width variations
is not directly related to those responsible for the types of varia
=
bility which are observed in y Cas.
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SPER HD 10516 HR 496
Published Spectral Types References
BONe 40
BI pe (III-V) s.b. 8, 48, 75
B1 pe (III-IV) 26
B2 pe 9, 46
B2 Ve 44
Published V sin i (km/sec) References
550 69
560 2
530 12
450 73
General Spectroscopic Appearance
c Per possesses a very pronounced Be shell type spectrum, The
lower Balmer series members are marked by the typical emission feature
divided into two components by a very deep central absorption core,
all of which are superimposed upon a very broad absorption line. Also
present in the spectrum are absorption features arising from helium and
ionized metals such as iron and titanium. The strongest of the iron
lines also have faint double emission cores. Photometrically there
is also the infrared excess from Paschen emission such as found in
Y Cas (Anrillat and Houziaux, 1967; Johnson, 1967).
History of Variations
Unlike y Cas, the interest in Per does not arise from irregular,
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violent changes in the spectrum such as the 1937 outburst, but rather
from changes which occur in a periodic manner over an interval of
126.6 days. That time interval is the period of the radial velocity
curve derived from the absorption cores of the hydrogen lines (Lockyer,
1926; Schiefer, 1936), although it is a very strange radial velocity
curve indeed. (A very good graph of the curve is given by Hynek (1940),
from whom the majority of this discussion is taken.) It is impossible
to explain this radial velocity curve solely in terms of orbital motion,
since no ellipse in any orientation will produce the observed secondary
variations. One of the helium lines (specifically the singlet line
) 3965) shows the same curve as the hydrogen lines, while others (the
triplet lines \4471 and X 4026) show a velocity curve of opposite sign
and without the secondary variations. In fact, the velocity curve from
these lines looks very much like a well-behaved spectroscopic binary
curve (Hendry, private communication).
Over the course of this 126.6 period of radial velocities there
are some interesting changes which occur in the appearance of the lines
themselves. First, the hydrogen emission lines display a V/R variation
which is periodic over the same interval (Ringuelet-Kaswalder, 1963),
with the V/R maximum occurring at the time of maximum radial velocity
(Hynek, 1940). Also varying over the same period are the widths of
the emission components and the depth and width of the absorption cores
of the hydrogen lines. Finally, the equivalent widths of the Balmer
lines exhibit a variation curve very similar to the velocity curve but
again without the secondary variations.
Besides the variations in the Balmer lines, there are other
variations which occur during the radial velocity cycle. The calcium
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H and K lines fluctuate in strength and at later parts of the cycle
nearly disappear. Similarly, the helium triplet lines show cores of
varying visibility.
Photometrically, cp Per has shown some brightness fluctuations
on the order of from 0O05 to 0OI, but these are nonperiodic and appar-
ently unrelated to the other changes described.
The results of Chapter 4 show that Q Per reveals more lines
with real fluctuations in equivalent width than any other of the pro-
gram stars, which adds even more interest to this very unusual star.
The observations were made at 19-22 days into the 126.6 cycle and occur
at a time when all velocity curves (hydrogen and helium) were at maxi-
mum value, and when the widths of the emission features were also at
a maximum (Hendry, private communication).
Significance of the Variations
Since in p Per we are most probably dealing with a spectroscopic.
binary consisting of two early B stars and having a period of 126.6
days (Hynek, 1940), and since the majority of changes which occur in
the spectral features have periods of the same duration, it would appear
that these variations are connected with the geometry of the binary
system and represent effects of the position of the stars rather than
any activity intrinsic to one or both of the stars themselves. For
instance, the V/R changes may perhaps be attributed to the changing
orientation of a gas stream (or streams) between the stars. The equiv=
alent width fluctuations found in this study, however, must be the
result of some other effect, for reasons discussed in Chapter 1.
p Per has been determined to be a relatively masscive binary
system, with ini = 15 M and M2 si 7.5 M7 (Batte, 1968)
system with Mz in i = 15 M and M2 sin'i =7.5 M®, (Batten, 1968),
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and the primary also has a very high rotational velocity. It may be
that this combination produces the conditions necessary to give rise
to the random activity, be it flares, mechanical shocks, or electric
or magnetic events, which can produce the observed fluctuations.
Since these observations were taken at a phase of approximately 0.2
when both stars were moving in the line of sight and equally visible
(except for possible gas streams), it is difficult to speculate as to
which star (if not both) is undergoing the rapid activity. This is -
one case in which it would be particularly valuable to have observa-
tions of this type at many different phases of the orbit to determine
whether the activity is visible at all relative positions of the stars.
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28 TAU (Pleione) ID 23862 HR 1180
Published Spectral Types References
B8 ne 40
B8 p (variable) 5, 41, 51, 75
Published V sin i (km/sec) References
380 1
350 72, 73
General Spectral Appearance
Since the majority of Be stars are of spectral type B3 or
earlier, Pleione at B8 is somewhat unusual even among Be stars. Also,
there is evidence that the star is currently evolving off the main se-
quence toward the giant branch of the HR diagram (Ringuelet-Kaswalder,
1962; Struve and Wade, 1960).
Pleione is another of those stars with a shell spectrum episode
in its history, and is similar to y Cas but with a few important differ-
ences in the order of spectral events. When present, the shell spectrum
with its wide Balmer emission components well divided and the absorp-
tion lines of ionized metals is very prominent. A significant point
concerning these shell lines is that their profiles show rotational
effects much stronger than effects due to ejection velocity of the
shell from the star (Underhill, 1960), which implies a certain degree
of stability in the shell structure. At other times the appearance
is that of a rapidly rotating late B star with no or very faint emis-
sion in the Balmer lines. The star also shows the common infrared
excess found in both y Cas and cp Per (Andrillat and Houziaux, 1967;
Johnson, 1967).
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History of Variations
Pleione, which is classified as an irregular eruptive variable
in the General Catalogue of Variable Stars, began its shell episode
in 1938. Previously, emission at the Balmer lines had been observed
from 1888 to 1903 (no shell spectrum appeared), and it then disappeared
until 1938 (Merrill, 1953). In 1939 the shell spectrum appeared, grew
stronger until 1945-46, and then faded, being nearly gone by 1951.
Note that this episode is significantly longer than any of the outbursts
of yCas. Also unlike yCase, which experienced a sudden increase in
brightness prior to developing a shell, Pleione reached a minimum bright-
ness (about Om4 fainter than normal) in 1938, brightened slightly in
1942 and then reached a second minimum in 1945-46 when the shell absorp-
tion lines were the strongest and the ionization level in the shell
was the lowest (Botsula and Sharov, 1959). Presumably the second mini-
mum is due to obscuration by a large quantity of gas in the shell while
the reason for the first is unclear.
In 1946, during the maximum of the shell strength, each success-
ively higher Balmer line began showing a greater negative radial velocity,
and this negative progression reached its greatest amount in 1951 as the
shell was dissipating (Merrill, 1952). By 1953-54 the progression it-
self was also disappearing (Burd, 1954).
As for the other types of variations we have been discussing,
it should be pointed out that Pleione does not show any variation of
the V/R ratio in its emission lines (Ringuelet-Kaswalder, 1963). However,
it is one star in which real fluctuations in equivalent width were found
in H and HP in the course of this research project.
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Significance of the Variations
Just as in the case of y Cas, it would seem that the appearance
of the shell spectrum would indicate the development of some form of
instability which caused the ejection of material from the stellar
surface. As pointed out in Chapter 1, there is evidence that at least
in the case of Pleione this ejection occurred slowly. Merrill (1952)
feels the existence of the negative velocity progression in the Balmer
lines indicates that the shell is formed by atoms leaving the photo-
sphere slowly at first, and later being accelerated. Merrill and Lowen
(1953) later present evidence indicating that shells around Be stars
probably form slowly and that some shells become stable while others
dissipate. Apparently y Cas and Pleione both formed unstable shells,
although.in the latter star the duration of the shell episode coupled
with the rotational profile visibility mentioned earlier indicates that
Pleione's shell was much less unstable than that surrounding y Cas.
Perhaps this difference can eventually be traced to a difference in
the nature or intensity of the generating mechanism.
The absence of V/R variations is interesting since real fluctua-
tions in equivalent width now have been found in stars both with and
without V/R variability. This would seem to indicate the lack of con-
nection between the origin of the two phenomena, certainly not a sur-
prising result in light of previous discussion concerning y Cas.
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48 PER HD 25940 HR 1273
Published Spectral Types References
B3 V pe 40,44
B3 V (v) 58
B3 V p 8, 9, 17,
25, 30, 74
B3 e V 51
Published V sin i (km/sec) References
250 17, 74
210 13
General Spectral Appearance
48 Per is the one of the six program stars which has not shown
a shell spectrum, but rather the simple Be characteristics. While the
Balmer emission features are generally sharp, they do show some division
into V and R components by a very shallow absorption core. The profiles,
absence of shell lines, and the relatively low value for V sin i all
indicate that 48 Per is viewed from very nearly pole-on.
History of Variations
48 Per has exhibited none of the eruptive events which, in the
other program stars, led to the formation of a shell spectrum, but its
spectrum has not been strictly constant either. For example, Miczaika
(1949) describes the appearance of the spectrum from September to mid-
October, 1948, and in that interval the HP emission changed from double
to single and back to double, and at the end of that period all Balmer
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lines down to H12 were double. Subsequently the emission was visible
only to H6, HP was double with V/R greater than unity, and this situa-
tion continued throughout all of 1949 (Miczaika, 1950). Since that
time no other variations in the spectrum have been noted, except in
the present study. 48 Per is the program star with the most obviously
variable line, with the standard deviation from the mean of HG being
greater than that for the comparison star on October 10 by a factor
of 3.3.
Significance of the Variations
It is interesting that in this star which has shown the lowest
amount of variability among all the six program stars should be found
such a strikingly variable Balmer line strength in Ho. Presumably the
near pole-on orientation of the star precludes the visibility of other
forms of variability which require the presence of the shell in the
line of sight toward the star (for example, Huang's (1973) model of
elliptical ring apsidal motion for V/R variability), if indeed these
variations are occurring at all. The proposed explanation of flare-
or shock-event origin of rapid equivalent width variability would not
require such an orientation, however, making stars such as 48 Per
equally good candidates for study as those with shell spectra.
Certainly the results obtained here for 48 Per are encouraging that
these stars may be the best candidates.
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59 CYG HD 200120 HR 8047
Published Spectral Types References
B3 ne 40
09 V 7, 24
BO p 28
Bi IV? e 26, 44, 46,
48, 60, 75
Published V sin i (km/sec) References
450 2, 12
420 50
General Spectral Appearance
59 Cyg is classed as a shell star, but it is not at all the
typical example of this type of spectrum. Butler and Thompson (1961)
point out that in fact the spectrum, except for the Balmer emission,
is practically featureless, and attribute this condition to the high
rotation of the star which broadens the absorption lines so much as
to wash them out. Morgan and Hansen (1946) found emission lines of
Fe II (though variable in intensity over a few months and sometimes
invisible) in the spectrum, and compared the spectral appearance to that
of Per.
History of Variations
59 Cyg has undergone irregular brightness fluctuations which
have caused it to be classed as an irregular eruptive variable in the
General Catalogue of Variable Stars, but the star has not shown the
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development of a strong shell spectrum with obvious sharp absorption
lines as have, for example, y Cas or Pleione. However, Merrill and
Burwell (1949) report that from 1946 to 1948 the star underwent very
large fluctuations in the V/R ratio (although V/R was always less than
unity). They also note that the Balmer emission lines increased dur-
ing this time period to the greatest strength ever observed for the
star. So despite its nearly featureless spectrum, the star 59 Cyg is
not without variability.
The present research project includes only one block of
observations (of HO and HY) for this star, and so while no variations
in equivalent width were found, it is obvious that with this small
amount of data there is the greatest amount of uncertainty whether
other lines are variable or whether these lines are variable at other
times.
Significance of the Variations
The irregular fluctuations in luminosity and the changing strength
of Balmer and Fe II emission lines indicate that some form of eruptive
activity is lifting material from the star. However, the fact that
no strong shell spectrum has been observed implies that the quantity
of ejected material must be small. The high value of rotation velocity
shows that the axis of the star is highly inclined to the line of sight,
and one would therefore expect to see the usual shell absorption spec-
trum if in fact a large amount of material were ejected from the star.
Since the V/R variations are not observed to be periodic or
continuous it would appear that they are not connected with the apsidal
motion of an elliptical ring, but rather most likely are related to
the eruntiv e events of the star.
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As mentioned, very few observations were made of this star during
this project because of early evening cloud problems, and so it is dif-
ficult to say for certain that equivalent width fluctuations are not
occurring. It would be very desirable in the future to make more ex-
tensive measurements of this star, for it would seem that this star
with its eruptive activity might be a good candidate for the rapid
activity such as has been suggested as the origin for the phenomenon
being studied here.
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o AND HD 217675 HR 8762
Published Spectral Types References
B6.5 e 40
B6 p 44, 73
B6 +A2 p 26
B6 pe 69
Published V sin i (km/sec) References
330 69, 74
360 2, 71
290 12
320 72
General Spectral Appearance
At this stage, rather than repeat the details of the spectral
appearance, it is necessary only to say that this 
star is typical of
stars such as y Cas and Pleione which have at some time displayed 
a
Be shell spectrum.
History of Variations
o And has actually passed through three shell episodes 
since
1890, specifically in 1890, 1920, and 1950 (Pasinetti, 1968a, 
1968b).
In 1903, 1933 and 1963 there was no shell spectrum, 
and in the inter-
vening years there were faint absorption cores in 
the Balmer emission
lines indicating the presence of a very thin shell.
Slottebak (1952) point s out that from 1949 to 1952 there 
were
changes in the emission structure of Ha (an increase in the quantity
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shown by further observations that these fluctuations are never seen
in the star, it would indicate that whatever mechanism is responsible
for these changes, it is not caused or intensified by the conditions
found in this kind of close binary system. As in other cases, however,
it is not possible to definitely conclude without further observations
that the Balmer features are not experiencing equivalent width changes.
MEDING PAGE 1LANK NOT MWs
CONCLUSION
A. Summary of Results
We briefly summarize the results of the present research
presented in detail in the foregoing chapters by calling attention to
these main points:
1. In seven instances the existence of real fluctuations in
the equivalent widths of Balmer lines in three stars from the program
list has been determined.
2. The fluctuations have time scales on the order of from
three to thirty minutes.
3. These variations amount to a few percent of the total line
strength (except in those cases discussed in which the apparent per-
centages are probably artificially high).
4. The variations of any one line are not always present, and
not all lines of any one star vary simultaneously, which perhaps is an
effect of stratification in the shell such as observed in o And.
5. The fluctuations are nonperiodic.
6. The above facts taken together support the interpretation
that the mechanism of origin of the phenomena is intermittent, random,
and localized in a small region on the star. The most probable candi-
date for this mechanism would seem to be some form of flare activity
causing bursts of radiation and perhaps a shock front to move through
the circumstellar ring.
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B. Comments on Improving the Present Research
Ways to improve a project usually suggest themselves after the
analysis has been completed, and in the case of this program there is
the matter of making only five observations of the comparison stars
before and after each program star block. Despite the apparent sta-
bility of the IDS and the assumed constant equivalent widths of com-
parison star lines, it would have provided an even better check of the
results to have lengthened the amount of time spent observing the
comparison stars. The number of comparison observations was deliberate-
ly made small to allow the greatest number of program observations,
but a longer time base on which to measure the comparison star values
would perhaps have been valuable.
There is yet another advantage which could have been realized
from having made comparison star observation blocks as long as those
for program stars. These blocks could then have been put through the
power spectrum analysis. Since the lines in these stars are assumed
constant, these results would have given a more accurate estimate of
the noise level in the power spectra, thus making the periodicity check
even more precise.
C. Suggestions for Further Research
Several ideas for further observational and theoretical research
in this area are suggested by the results of this project. It would
be desirable to have some very long term monitoring of line strengths
in these program stars as well as other Be and Be shell stars to deter-
mine answers to these questions:
1. Do all stars of these spectral types at some time undergo
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such fluctuations, or are there in fact some which never do while
others commonly exhibit the phenomenon?
2. Since the fluctuations of a given line are apparently not
continuous, how long does one episode last?
3. Are the epidodes periodic even though the fluctuations are
not?
4. Are variations in some lines sometimes or always followed
at a later time by variations in other lines of the same star, and if
so, what is the interval?
Also very important would be theoretical consideration of the
description of the actual conditions in the emitting regions during
the fluctuations and of the likelihood that the flare or shock mechan-
ism could produce the phenomenon.
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Table 1
PROGRAM AND COMPARISON STARS
Name Spectral Type Binary Data Variable Data Comparison Star Spectral Type
y Cas BO IV? e 2 visual companions Irregular v And B5 V
HD 5394 (shell) 1 not definite Nova-like HD 4727
HR 264 HR 226
co Per BI III-IV? pe Spectroscopic v And B5 V
HD 10516 (shell) Binary HD 4727
HR 496 (126.6-day period) HR 226
28 Tau B8 p Irregular 34 Per B5 V
Pleione (shell) Eruptive HD 21428
HD 23862 HR 1044
HR 1180
48 Per B3 V pe 34 Per B5 V
HD 25940 HD 21428
HR 1273 HR 1044
59 Cyg BI IV? e 3 visual companions Irregular ?7 Cyg B5 V
HD 200120 (shell) Erurptive HD 199081
HR 8047 HR 8001
o And B6p + A2 0 Lyrae type eclipsing v And B5 V
HD 217675 (shell) (1.6-day period) HD 4727
HR 8762 HR 226
Table 2
PROGRAM STAR BLOCK MEAN EQUIVALENT WIDTHS
Date No. of Mean Eq. Width Published Eq. Width
Star Line (10/'72) No. of Scans Observations (A) (A) (Ref.)
Ha 10 1000 91 -26.7
11 10OC0 115 -26.7
H8 10 1000 91 0.1
1.4
11 1000 115 0.1
Scas 76
HP 70 100 -2. 1.1
12 500 205 -2.5
Hy 9 700 100 0.2
12 500 205 0.1
Ha 1C 1000 99 -53.4
11 1500 90 -53.2
10 1000 99 1.5
11 1500 90 1.6
SPer
HP 9 1000 75 -3.7
12 1000 115 -3.2
Hy 9 1000 75 1.2
12 1000 115 1.5
-- ----------------------------------------------------- -------------------- ------- -------------
Table 2 (Continued)
Date No. of Mean Eq. Width Published 
Eq. Width
Star Line (10/'72) No. of Scans Observations (A) (A) 
(Ref.)
Ha 10 1000 60 - 1.0
11 1500 75 - 1.3
FA 10 1000 60 6.0 b.4
11 1500 75 6.0 79
28 Tau
HB 9 -- -- 5.7
12 1500 75 6.4
Hy 9 ..-- 6.6
12 1500 75 6.0
------------------------------------------------------------------------
0---...........-----
Ha 10 1000 45 -17.66.
-16.6
11 1000 55 -17.4
H 10 1000 45 4.9 .
11 1000 55 4.7 19
9" Per 19
S9 1000 60 3.1 3.9
12 . 1000 70 3.3
H 9 1000 60 4.72 5.4
12 1000 70 4.8
------------------------------------- 
------------ 
-----------------------
Table 2 (Continued)
Date NTo. of Mean Eq. Width Published Eq. Width
Star Line (10/'72) No. of Scans Observations (A) (A) (Ref.)
Ha 10 -- -- --
11 1000 60 4.4
10 -- -- -
11 1000 60 496 ,
o And 64OB 9 1000 57 5.0
12 1000 60 5.3 6.6
Hy 9 1000 57 4.9
5.6
12 1000 60 4.95.6
--------------- 
- ~~~e- - - - - - -- -- -------------------
HP 9 1000 60 1.2
59 Cyg 16
HY 9 1000 60 3.0 2.6
Table 3
COMPARISON STAR BLOCK MEAN EQUIVALENT WIDTHS
Date Mean Eq. Width Published Eq. Width
Star Line (10/'72) (A) (A) (Ref.)
Ha 10 5.9
11 5.7
H8 10 6.6
HR 226 11 6.4 44
Hr 9 7.0
12 6.9 6.6
Hy 9 7.012 6.9Hy 9 7.0
12 .6.9
Ha 10 5.4
11 5.4
HA 10 6.1
11 5.8
HR 1044
Hp 9 6.5
12 6.6
Hy 9 6.4
12 6.3
Hr 9 7.0
HR 8001
Hy 9 6.6 6.1 44
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Table 4
PROGRAM TO COMPARISON STAR STANDARD DEVIATION RATIOS
Date 1 (P P2
Star Line (10/'72) a (A) (A) a 2 (A) -2-
cl c2
Ha 10 0.41 0.26 0.30 1.5
11 0.31 0.35 0.29 1.0
H 10 0.25 0.16 0.14 1.7
11 0.18 0.15 0.23 1.0
cas
Hp 9 0.13 0.23 0.48 0.4
12 0.11 0.37 0.15 0.5
Hy 9 0.12 0.09 0.14 1.1
12 0.0 0.20 0.18 0.4
a----------------------------------------------
Ha 10 0.56 0.30 0.44 1.6
11 0.66 0.29 0.24 2.5
H, 10 0.33 0.14 .13 2.4
11 0.19 0.23 0.31 0.7
T Per
S9 0.20 0.48 0.27 0.6
12 0.17 0.15 0.08 1.6
H 9 0.29 0.14 0.15 2.0
12 0.22 0.18 0.0 2.0
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Table 4 (Continued)
Date 1 ( p ap
Star Line (10/'72) a (A) a (A) a2 (A)p ci c2 2 --
ci c2
Hla 10 0.55 0.38 0.20 2.1
11 0.40 0.18 0.33 1.7
H8  10 0.27 0.19 0.11 1.9
11 0.27 0.27 0.25 1.0
28 Tau
H 9 ........
12 0.38 0.12 0.38 2.1
H 9 ........ -
12 0.21 0.27 0.1 1.1
------ ----------------------------------------------------------- --------
Ha 10 0.30 0.20 0.08 3.3
11 0.34 0.33 0.35 1.0
Hi 10 0.18 0.11 0.22 1.2
11 0.20 0.25 0.17 1.0
43 Per
H9 0.25 0.36 0.17 .1.1
12 0.23 0.38 0.24 0.8
HY 9 0.14 0.18 .17 0.
12 0.11 0.14 0.19 0.7
------ -----m ------- - --------- -m ------ - ------ - - -------- - - -------- - --
Table 4 (Corntinued)
Date I p op
Star Line (10/'72) a (A) acl (A) ac2 (A) 2- c1 c2
Ha 10 -- -- -- --
11 0.30 0.35 0.35 0.9
,8 10 -- -- -- --
11 0.16 0.15 15 5 1.1
o And
H 9 0.25 0.23 0.23 1.1
12 0.22 0.37 0.37 0.6
O0
Hy 9 0.12 0.09 0.09 1 .3
12 0.12 0.20 0.20 0.6
HP 9 0.34 0.23 0.45 1.0
59 Cyg
Hy 9 0.26 0.28 0.22 1.1
Table 5
LINES WITH REAL RAPID FLUCTUATIONS
Date
Star Line (10/'72) (a 1 * 100)p
H ( 11 1.2
HA 10 22.0
SPer
H 9 21+.2
IIy 12 111.7
Ha 10 55.0
28Tau
H1 12 5.9
48 Per IT 10 2.2
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Table 6
LINES WITH BORDERLINE RAPID FLUCTUATIONS
Date
Star Line (10/'72)
o Per HP 12
28 Tau Ha 11
28 Tau H8 10
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Vertical separation of lines equals a 10% residual.
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Fig, 14 GRAPH OF RESIDUAL PROFILES FOR 34 PERI Ha,
10 OCTOBER 1972 (UT)
Vertical separation of lines equals a 10% residutal.
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Fig. 14 GRAPH OF RESIDUAL PROFILES FOR 34 PER, Hot,
10 OCTOBER 1972 (UT)
Vertical separation of lines equals a 10%' residital.
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